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Classroom Connections: The Riot That Started the LGBTQ Revolution 

Background for Teachers 

 In the early morning hours of June 28th, 1969, police officers raided The Stonewall Inn, a 
well-known gay bar in New York City. These types of raids occurred regularly and without 
incident at other gay bars and nightclubs in the city. However, on this night, patrons of the bar 
stayed outside and protested the police interference into their lives. Though this moment was not 
well-covered by the national media, it became a turning point in the fight for equal rights in the 
gay community. Many historians credit this demonstration as the spark that launched many 
different LGBTQ groups to form and start a more coordinated movement for equality. It also 
represents another challenge to the social and political status quo of the 1960s.    

 This lesson, and the corresponding BackStory episode, focus the legacy of the uprising at 
Stonewall Inn. Because of the personal nature of many of the accounts presented, encourage 
students to focus on the events from a historical lens.   



Procedures 

1. Guiding Question: 
a. Ask students to write down an initial response to this question: 

i. Why did the police raid of the Stonewall Inn in 1969 serve as an inflection point for the 
LGBTQ movement? 

b. As the lesson progresses, ask students to revisit this question.  
2. Classroom Connections: Listen to Backstory 

a. Have students listen to the Backstory episode on the Stonewall and the LGBTQ revolution. This 
can be also be assigned before class. Have students focus on the following comprehension 
questions for each segment: 

i. The Revolution Started Here 
1. What was the Stonewall Inn? 
2. What happened on June 28th, 1969 at the Stonewall Inn? 
3. How did major national newspapers cover the event? 

ii. United We Stand? 
1. How does Marsha Johnson describe police behavior during the Stonewall raid? 
2. How does Randy Wicker describe his feelings about protests leading up to the 

Stonewall raid? How does the raid at Stonewall change his opinion?  
iii. How Stonewall Became Stonewall 

1. Why are the events at Stonewall considered a turning point in history? 
2. What other political and social movements were going on in the United States 

during 1969? 
3. Document Analysis 

a. Pass out the document set and graphic organizer to students. The documents provide perspectives 
on the Stonewall uprising in 1969 and 1970. 

b. Have students review each document individually or in small groups.  
c. For each document, students should fill out the following information in the graphic organizer: 

i. Historic Context: What is the context of the document? What was happening in history 
around the time it was created? How does this impact what it says? 

ii. Intended Audience: For whom was the document created? How does this impact what it 
says? 

iii. Point-of-View: Who created the document? What is their perspective? How does this 
impact what the document says? 

iv. Purpose: Why was the document created? How does this impact what it says? 
d. After groups have been given enough time to craft their arguments, participate in a class discussion 

to summarize key themes and learning points. 
4. Return to the Guiding Question 

a. To conclude the lesson, have students revisit the initial guiding question. Ask students to reflect on 
how their opinions have shifted based on new information. Encourage students to write down one 
key takeaway from the lesson.  
 

  



Standards 

AP US History Themes: 

Theme 1: American and National Identity 

Theme 5: Politics and Power 

Theme 8: Social Structures 

C3 Framework: 

Change, Continuity, and Context 

D2.His.1.9-12. Evaluate how historical events and developments were shaped by unique circumstances of time 
and place as well as broader historical contexts 

D2.His.2.9-12. Analyze change and continuity in historical eras 

D2.His.3.9-12. Use questions generated about individuals and groups to assess how the significance of their 
actions changes over time and is shaped by the historical context. 

Perspectives 

D2.His.5.9-12. Analyze how historical contexts shaped and continue to shape people’s perspectives. 

D2.His.6.9-12. Analyze the ways in which the perspectives of those writing history shaped the history that they 
produced. 

D2.His.7.9-12. Explain how the perspectives of people in the present shape interpretations of the past. 

Historical Sources and Evidence 

D2.His.11.9-12. Critique the usefulness of historical sources for a specific historical inquiry based on their maker, 
date, place of origin, intended audience, and purpose. 

D2.His.12.9-12. Use questions generated about multiple historical sources to pursue further inquiry and 
investigate additional sources. 

Causation and Argument 

D2.His.14.9-12. Analyze multiple and complex causes and effects of events in the past. 

D2.His.16.9-12. Integrate evidence from multiple relevant historical sources and interpretations into a reasoned 
argument about the past. 



Document Analysis: Graphic Organizer 
 

Source Historic Context Intended Audience Point-of-View Purpose 

Doc A: NYT 
Article, 1969 

    

Doc B:  Article in 
The Village Voice 

    

Doc C: Photograph 
of Protestor 

    

Doc D: Article by 
Dick Leitsch 

    

Doc E: GLF 
Pamphlet 

    

Doc F: NYT 
Article, 1970 

    

Doc G: Photograph 
of GLF Member 

    



 



Classroom Connections: The Riot That Started the LGBTQ Revolution 

Part I: Guiding Question 

Consider this question throughout the lesson. 

1. Why did the police raid of the Stonewall Inn in 1969 serve as an inflection point for the LGBTQ 
movement? 

 

 

 

Part II: Backstory – A History of Stonewall 

As you listen to the Backstory episode, answer the following questions for each segment. 

1. The Revolution Started Here 
a. What was the Stonewall Inn? 
b. What happened on June 28th, 1969 at the Stonewall Inn? 
c. How did major national newspapers cover the event? 

 

 

2. United We Stand? 
a. How does Marsha Johnson describe police behavior during the Stonewall raid? 
b. How does Randy Wicker describe his feelings about protests leading up to the Stonewall raid? 

How does the raid at Stonewall change his opinion?   

 

 

3. How Stonewall Became Stonewall 
a. Why are the events at Stonewall considered a turning point in history? 
b. What other political and social movements were going on in the United States during 1969?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Part III: Document-Based Question 

Directions: Using the information from the podcast and the documents below, formulate an argument in response 
to the following prompt: 

• Discuss the impact of the Stonewall Inn uprising in mobilizing a more public movement for 
LGBTQ rights.   

In your response you should: 

 Craft a thesis statement that takes a stand on the question above 
 Structure a response that follows a clear format and uses logical argumentation 
 Contextualize your response in your knowledge of US History 
 Use at least four of the documents 
 Use the graphic organizer to outline your thinking 

 
  



Document A 
 

 

 

The New York Times article, Page 33 

June 29, 1969 

  



Document B 
 

Sheridan Square this weekend looked like something from a William Burroughs novel as the sudden specter of 
“gay power” erected its brazen head and spat out a fairy tale the likes of which the area has never seen… 

Cops entered the Stonewall for the second time in a week just before midnight on Friday. It began as a small raid 
— only two patrolmen, two detectives, and two policewomen were involved. But as the patrons trapped inside were 
released one by one, a crowd started to gather on the street. It was initially a festive gathering, composed mostly of 
Stonewall boys who were waiting around for friends still inside or to see what was going to happen. Cheers would 
go up as favorites would emerge from the door, strike a pose, and swish by the detective with a “Hello there, 
fella.” The stars were in their element. Wrists were limp, hair was primped, and reactions to the applause were 
classic. “I gave them the gay power bit, and they loved it, girls.” “Have you seen Maxine? Where is my wife — I 
told her not to go far.” 

Suddenly the paddywagon arrived and the mood of the crowd changed. Three of the more blatant queens — in 
full drag — were loaded inside, along with the bartender and doorman, to a chorus of catcalls and boos from the 
crowd. A cry went up to push the paddywagon over, but it drove away before anything could happen. With its 
exit, the action waned momentarily. The next person to come out was a dyke, and she put up a struggle — from 
car to door to car again. It was at that moment that the scene became explosive. Limp wrists were forgotten. Beer 
cans and bottles were heaved at the windows, and a rain of coins descended on the cops. At the height of the 
action, a bearded figure was plucked from the crowd and dragged inside. It was Dave Van Ronk, who had come 
from the Lion’s Head to see what was going on. He was later charged with having thrown an object at the police. 

Three cops were necessary to get Van Ronk away from the crowd and into the Stonewall. The exit left no cops on 
the street, and almost by signal the crowd erupted into cobblestone and bottle heaving. The reaction was solid: 
they were pissed. The trashcan I was standing on was nearly yanked out from under me as a kid tried to grab it for 
use in the windows mashing melee. From nowhere came an uprooted parking meter — used as a battering ram on 
the Stonewall door. I heard several cries of “Let’s get some gas,” but the blaze of flame which soon appeared in 
the window of the Stonewall was still a shock. As the wood barrier behind the glass was beaten open, the cops 
inside turned a firehose on the crowd. Several kids took the opportunity to cavort in the spray, and their 
momentary glee served to stave off what was rapidly becoming a full-scale attack. By the time the fags were able to 
regroup forces and come up with another assault, several carloads of police reinforcements had arrived, and in 
minutes the streets were clear. 

A visit to the Sixth Precinct revealed the fact that 13 persons had been arrested on charges which ranged from Van 
Ronk’s felonious assault of a police officer to the owners’ illegal sale and storage of alcoholic beverages without a 
license. Two police officers had been injured in the battle with the crowd. By the time the last cop was off the 
street Saturday morning, a sign was going up announcing that the Stonewall would reopen that night. It did. 

Protest set the tone for “gay power” activities on Saturday. The afternoon was spent boarding up the windows of 
the Stonewall and chalking them with signs of the new revolution: “We Are Open,” “There is all college boys and 
girls in here,” “Support Gay Power — C’mon in, girls,” “Insp. Smyth looted our: money, jukebox, cigarette mach, 
telephones, safe, cash register, and the boys tips.” 

        

Excerpts from “View from Outside: Gay Power Comes to Sheridan Square” by Lucian Truscott IV  

The Village Voice, July 3, 1969 

 
 



Document C 
 

 
 
 

 
Photograph of protestor outside The Stonewall Inn by Bettye Lane  

June 28, 1969 

 
  



Document D 
 
Coming on the heels of the raids of the Snake Pit and the Sewer, and the closing of the Checkerboard, the Tele-
Star and other clubs, the Stonewall raid looked to many like part of an effort to close all gay bars and clubs in the 
Village. It may be true that the Checkerboard and Tele-Star died without police assistance. (It is said that the 
woman who managed the Checkerboard came in one night, ordered all the customers out of the place, cleaned 
out the cash register and called the police to get rid of those customers who stayed around.) It is very likely that 
the Sewer and the Snake Pit were raided because they had no licenses, as the police said. 
 
But how are people in the street and the customers of the places to know that? The police don't bother to explain 
or send press releases to the papers (and when they do, the papers make it seem that the bar was raided because it 
was gay.)...Since 1965 the homosexual community of New York has been treated quite well by the City 
Administration and the police have either reformed or been kept in line by Lindsay and Leary....Now we've 
walked in the open and know how pleasant it is to have self-respect and to be treated as citizens and human 
beings. We want to stay in the sunlight from now on. Efforts to force us back in the closet could be disastrous for 
all concerned. 
 
The above, while a true evaluation of the situation does not explain why the raid on the Stonewall caused such a 
strong reaction. Why the Stonewall, and not the Sewer or the Snake Pit? The answer lies, we believe, in the 
unique nature of the Stonewall. This club was more than a dance bar, more than just a gay gathering place. It 
catered largely to a group of people who are not welcome in, or cannot afford, other places of homosexual social 
gathering. 
 
The "drags" and the "queens", two groups which would find a chilly reception or a barred door at most of the other 
gay bars and clubs, formed the "regulars" at the Stonewall. To a large extent, the club was for them.... Apart from 
the Goldbug and the One Two Three, "drags" and "queens" had no place but the Stonewall.... 
 
Another group was even more dependent on the Stonewall: the very young homosexuals and those with no other 
homes. You've got to be 18 to buy a drink in a bar, and gay life revolved around bars. Where do you go if you are 
17 or 16 and gay? The "legitimate" bars won't let you in the place, and gay restaurants and the streets aren't very 
sociable. 
 
Then too, there are hundreds of young homosexuals in New York who literally have no home. Most of them are 
between 16 and 25, and came here from other places without jobs, money or contacts. Many of them are running 
away from unhappy homes (one boy told us, "My father called me 'cocksucker so many times, I thought it was my 
name."). Another said his parents fought so much over which of them "made" him a homosexual that he left so 
they could learn to live together. 
 
Some got thrown out of school or the service for being gay and couldn't face going home. Some were even thrown 
out of their homes with only the clothes on their backs by ignorant, intolerant parents who'd rather see their kid 
dead than homosexual. 
 
They came to New York with the clothes on their backs. Some of them hustled, or had skills enough to get a job. 
Others weren't attractive enough to hustle, and didn't manage to fall in with people who could help them. Some of 
them, giddy at the openness of gay life in New York, got caught up in it and some are on pills and drugs. Some are 
still wearing the clothes in which they came here a year or more ago. 
 
Jobless and without skills--without decent clothes to wear to a job interview--they live in the streets, panhandling or 
shoplifting for the price of admission to the Stonewall. That was the one advantage to the place--for $3.00 
admission, one could stay inside, out of the winter's cold or the summer heat, all night long. Not only was the 
Stonewall better climatically, but it also saved the kids from spending the night in a doorway or from getting 
arrested as vagrants. 



 
Three dollars isn't too hard to get panhandling, and nobody hustled drinks in the Stonewall. Once the admission 
price was paid, one could drink or not, as he chose. The Stonewall became "home" to these kids. When it was 
raided, they fought for it. That, and the fact that they had nothing to lose other than the most tolerant and 
broadminded gay place in town, explains why the Stonewall riots were begun, led and spearheaded by "queens". 
 

  
Article by journalist and Executive Director of the Mattachine Society of New York, Dick Leitsch 

Summer 1969 
 

 
 
 

  



Document E 
 

 

 

 Pamphlet from the Gay Liberation Front (GLF) 

1970  



Document F 
 

Thousands of young men and women homosexuals from all over the Northeast marched from Greenwich Village to 
the Sheep Meadow in Central Park yesterday proclaiming “the new strength and pride of the gay people.”  

From Washington, Boston and Cleveland, from Ivy League colleges, from Harlem, the East Side and the suburbs, they 
gathered to protest laws that make homosexual acts between consenting adults illegal and social conditions that often 
make it impossible for them to display affection in public, maintain jobs or rent apartments. 

As the group gathered in Sheridan Square before marching up the Avenue of the Americas to hold what the 
participants described as a “gay‐in” in the Sheep Meadow, one of the organizers said a new militancy was developing 
among homosexuals. 

“We're probably the most harassed, persecuted minority group in history, but we'll never have the freedom and civil 
rights we deserve as hu man beings unless we stop hiding in closets and in the shelter of anonymity,” said 29‐year old 
Michael Brown. He is a founder of the Gay Liberation Front, an activist homosexual organization that has held small 
demonstrations in Greenwich Village in the past year.  

“We have to come out into the open and stop being ashamed, or else people will go on treating us as freaks. This 
march,” he went on, “is an affirmation and declaration of our new pride.” Then, chanting, “Say it loud, gay is proud,” 
the marchers held bright red, green, purple and yellow silk banners high in the warm afternoon air and began to move 
up the avenue. 

At the head of the line, which extended for 15 blocks, were about 200 members of the Gay Activists Alliance. They 
were followed by people representing the Mattachine Society, women's liberation groups, the Queens and 14 other 
homosexual organizations. 

Crowd Estimates Vary 

Estimates of the size of the demonstration ranged from that by one police officer, who said casually there were “over 
thousand,” to organizers who said variously 3,000 and 5,000 and even 20,000. 

“We've never had a demonstration like this,” said Martin Robinson, 27, a carpenter who is in charge of political affairs 
for the Gay Activities Alliance. He walked with the others past crowds of people standing in silence on the sidewalks. 

“It serves notice on every politician in the state and nation that homosexuals are not going to hide any more. We're 
becoming militant, and we won't be harassed and degraded anymore,” Mr. Robinson said. 

Throughout the demonstration, first along the Avenue of the Americas and later in the park, where the group sat 
together, laughing, talking and waving their banners, hundreds of on‐lookers gathered. 

Some eagerly clicked their cameras, others tittered, many were obviously startled by the scene. There was little open 
animosity, and some bystanders applauded when a tall, pretty girl carrying a sign, “I am a Lesbian,” walked by. 

Michael Kotis, president of the Mattachine Society, which has about 1,000 members around the country, said that “the 
gay people have discovered their potential strength and gained a new pride” since a battle on June 29, 1969; between a 
crowd of homosexuals and policemen who raided the Stonewall Inn, a place frequented by homosexuals at 53 
Christopher Street. 

“The main thing we have to understand,” he added, holding a yellow silk banner high in the air, “is that we're different, 
but we're not inferior.” 

 

The New York Times article by Lacey Fosburgh, Page 1 

June 29, 1970  



Document G 

 

 

 

Photograph of Gay Liberation Front member 

September 1970 
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